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Round 9 Results 

Golden Grove 13 8 86 

Gepps Cross 7 11 53 

A Grade 

Golden Grove 14 10 94 

Gepps Cross 7 5 47 

B Grade 

Golden Grove 5 6 36 

Port District 12 16 88 

Under 18s 

Golden Grove 11 17 83 

Adelaide Uni 6 5 41 

C Grade 

Golden Grove 9 5 59 

Adelaide Uni 7 7 49 

D Grade 

Congratulations!Congratulations!  
 

150 Games 
Daniel Lepka 
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Club News 

People’s Choice Community Lottery 
 
Lottery books are due back asap! Thanks to 
everyone who sold a book or purchased a 
ticket. 
 

Tickets are still available online via:  
www.peopleschoicecu.com.au/golden-grove-
football-club  
 
If the Club sells the most amount of tickets 
online between 26 May and 30 June, we’ll win 
a $4500 Bunnik Tours International Travel 
Voucher. So get cracking! 

 
Boat Licence Information Session and 
Test: Monday 20 June 
 
A Boat Licence Information Session and Test 
will be held on Monday 20 June  
starting at 6.30pm. 
 
Cost is $50 per person. There is a maximum 
of 30 people so get in early to book your place!  
 
Payment will be required to hold your spot. 
Transfer your payment to BSB 633000,  
A/C 145664041.  
 
Suitable ID will be required on the night.  
 
Boating Safety Handbooks and Sample Tests 
are available online at www.ondeck.sa.gov.au  
 
Please note the bar will be closed that night 
while the session is running.  
 
Call Kate for more info: 0439 434 034. 

 
Player Auction rescheduled  
 
The Player Auction has been rescheduled to 
Saturday 25 June. See details on the flyer on 
the next page. 
 
 
 
 
. 

 

http://www.peopleschoicecu.com.au/golden-grove-football-club
http://www.peopleschoicecu.com.au/golden-grove-football-club
http://www.ondeck.sa.gov.au


Player Groups for the Auction are as follows: 



 

Under 6 Green 
The Green Kookies ventured down to Salisbury West today to play in what 
can only be described as testing conditions. 
  
We were down two of our best in Caillin and Billy and, with the rain and cold 
temperatures, a few more couldn’t get on the ground to start the first quarter. 
Our pre-match featured everything from oval runs, star jumps and kicking, to 
bumping, hand balls and loose ball gets, but still we came out gun-shy. 
  
The first quarter was a disaster and a big re-group was required. We rotated 
our lines and got Annelise to send a few our way, and then the tide started to 
turn. The rain stopped and through Jarvis, Jacob Day and Mason Maynard, 
we hit the scoreboard hard to peg them back. 
  
The trend continued in the third quarter with a resurgence through Brodie, 
Tucky and Hayden Baker, who was as good for the opposition when having 
to fill in as he was for us. We started winning the ball out of the middle and Ethan had a number of marks as well, 
returning the ball to our forward line. Jet grabbed a few hard balls and had some improved kicking, Tucky scored a 
few times and Alexander got a bit of the ball as well. Cohen was the unlucky recipient of four ball-ups after getting to 
the ball first, taking the knock and getting pounced on... a great effort unrewarded – well done Cohen! 
  
The last quarter was a bit of a slog but Salisbury managed to finish their good work whereas we couldn’t quite. After 
spending all of our petrol tickets getting the score back to even, West kicked away to finish the game stronger than 
us and the whole parents group conceded that the day had got the better of us. It was a great learning experience 
for all as we varied our preparation, played our first game in the wet and were caught short with losing two and hav-
ing to top up the other team. 
  
Our next game in similar conditions will see us better prepared and we will get the job done – great effort to close 
the game out Kookies, fire up for next time! 

 

Under 7 Green 

Under 7 Green went out to Gaza Sunday in some ordinary conditions but the 
boys were excited to be playing in the rain as this weeks captain Charlie led 
them out on the field and started strong with a couple of early touches. 
 
The ball didn’t see the forward line much in the first quarter but the defence 
consisting of Ethan B, Mason, Will, Lucas and Ethan M stood up sending the 
ball back to the midfield each time it came their way. 
 
Second quarter was much better with Anthony “AJ”, Angus, Charlie, Toby and 
Nicholas getting plenty of the ball in the midfield and sending it in to the for-
ward line where the boys took plenty of contested marks and converted a few 
handy goals. 
 
The third quarter was a lot more even between the teams going goal for goal 
and Jackson taking a couple of his trademark pack marks up forward. Ethan B 
saw plenty of the ball resulting in a couple of shots on goal while Jacob and Maxy B were everywhere and sharing 
the ball nicely. 
 
The highlight of the quarter and probably the game was Adams on the run clean pick up of a wet tumbling ball on 
the forward flank and burnt his opponent to slot a goal. 
 
The last quarter the ball hardly left our forward half with all the boys having a couple of shots on goal and Toby and 
Tyler converting a couple of each and Angus one. 
 
After a couple of missed attempts AJ decided to do the team thing and get a couple of his mates involved with a few 
slick handballs which resulted in goals. 
 
All in all it was another awesome effort by the boys who are improving rapidly as each game goes by. Keep up the 
good work Ratbags! 



 

Under 7 Blue 
Round 6 saw U7 Blue embark on our biggest road trip for the year to Angle Vale. Upon 
arrival we were presented with a typical cold and crisp winters morning with light rain set-
tling in which was going to make things extra challenging. Excitement and energy was 
high as we went through our warm ups with many of the boys still talking about our team 
building activity the night before – ten pin bowling. 
 
Unfortunately team numbers were affected by illness and unavailability this week with U7 
Blue being reduced to 14 boys available to play, with Angle Vale having good numbers 
we were able to borrow a player each quarter. This week the focus areas were team 
work, running to space and using voice and manning up/being accountable. Our captain 
for the day was Ryan. 
 
The game commenced under a fine misty rain... Kadin, Cooper and Ryan all showed 
plenty of run and good ball movement out of the midfield to ensure that the ball moved 
into our forward area a number of times. Joshua had an explosive start gaining a number 
of possessions early in the forward area and kicking the first two goals of the game. Sam and Louis were also busy 
in the forward line. Whilst down the other end of the field the three of U7 Blues five J’s (Jayden, Jamison and Jo-
seph) were also busy providing a great deal of pressure and winning a number of clearances from defence. 
 
Quarter time came which gave the boys and opportunity and grab a drink and warm up hands which were frozen, 
as the rain continued to fall I encouraged the boys continue to attack the footy, run and to use plenty of voice. Early 
on in the quarter the signs were great with Sam, Brandon, Blake and Austyn all involved in a number of plays where 
we were able to either gain possession of a loose ball or cause a 50/50 ball up. Up forward the goal umpire was 
kept busy with Jamison able to mark in front of goal and slot through a goal whilst Jayden and Joseph were both 
involved in scoring plays. At the other end of the field, our defence was kept busy with Angle Vale having a number 
of shots on goal. 
 
As the half time siren sounded, the weather was starting to improve with the rain starting to ease however condi-
tions were still extremely cold. The break gave all involved to try and warmup a little as well and grab a drink as well 
as a couple of oranges. 
 
The third quarter commenced well with the three J’s (Jayden, Jamison and Joseph) all involved in plays to move the 
ball forward. Good team work was on display a number times in the third quarter with Ryan, Jack and Kadin all 
handballing to team mates. Defence was again kept busy with a series of plays were we able obtain possession of 
50/50 loose balls there were also a number of impressive marks taken highlighted by Austyn. 
 
Three quarter time came, after a quick drink, I encouraged them and asked them to go get the footy and have fun 
as we only had one quarter to go. Jack, Cooper, Ben, Kadin and Ryan started the quarter well on top early in the 
midfield and providing our forwards plenty of opportunity. As the quarter went on, Angle Vale was continuing to run 
and move the ball well causing our defence to be kept busy. Not adhering to one of our team rules by not manning 
up in defence allowed Angle Vale to have a number relatively easy of shots on goal. The boys continued show a 
great deal of run and enthusiasm for the remainder of the game. 
 
Today’s game again highlighted if we continue to work on our basic skills at training as well as our various game 
plans we can certainly compete with all of the more experienced teams. I feel that there were a great deal of posi-
tive signs from today’s game with a number of the boys improving a great deal since the start of season and having 
their best games for U7 Blue. As we approach the halfway mark of the season, it is worth noting again that just over 
two months ago U7 Blue was a new team with all involved having never played football. With no game this weekend 
I, like the boys will be looking forward to having a rest however I am excited for our next game in a fortnight’s time 
where we will be playing Eastern Park at Harpers Field. GO BURRAS! 



 

Under 8 Gold 

We knew today was going to be a tough, hard match. First we had to play one of the 
Walkerville teams who’ve shown us up the last couple years and secondly, it was to be 
cold, wet and ordinary conditions. 
  
We were all on time to join in on the warm up with Craig Bradshaw and the dads. We 
concentrated on playing in front and keeping warm when we weren’t near the ball by 
putting our hands under our armpits and jogging on the spot – and it worked! (for a little 
while at least). 
  
Co-Captains today were Adam Barnett and Oliver Ward. The boys walked out to the 
meet the umpire for the coin toss – and they won!! We’re kicking to the southern end. 
  
We came in together to talk about the things we needed to do today; we need to be 
brave, we need to be tough, we need to always play in front and we don’t worry about 
the rain – once you’re wet, you can’t get any wetter! Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 
GOLD?! WE ARE!!! Go Kookaburra’s!!! 
  
From the first siren I could tell we’d come to play. Riley Baker set the tone for the entire match when he smashed in 
and demolished a pack. Players were bouncing off him, he came out with the ball and with a booming kick in to the 
forward lines, Harry Slater got on the end of it, turned, snapped along the ground and it rolled in for goal!!! Great 
start to the game, let’s go Kookaburra’s!! We had a few more desperate efforts with Jayden Jackman forcing the 
ball forward to a big pack and with the ball spilling to ground. Caleb Zanker dived in to wrestle the ball free, hand-
balls to Brodie Murphy onto Harry again, goal!! Down back Nate Atkinson had some great run and carry and was 
working hard to stay in front of his opponent. 
  
At quarter time we were up and about, but still freezing cold. All the parents did their best to all huddle around the 
team to Sheppard them from the weather with as many bodies and umbrella’s as we could fine. We’re on top here 
Kookaburra’s keep working!! 
  
The second quarter started and Walkerville were on top with a clearance and a goal. 
Remember to play in front Kookaburra’s and you’ll get the ball. Again, Walkerville 
cleared the ball but this time we were in front. Great work backline. Riley Rosenburg 
took his hands from his armpits to dive in and take the ball and Kyan Smith was having 
an absolute field day, the ball just kept following him all day! In the centre Lachlan 
Anderson was running amuck getting plenty of it and Rylan Whitwell showed some real 
pace, setting us a light with a speedy run down the far wing! Our forwards didn’t see a 
great deal of it this quarter but when they did, Alby Bradshaw really made them pay with 
a sausage or two. 
  
At half time again we huddled in close. There was nothing we could do but just embrace 
the rain and freezing conditions. We were out in the elements and Walkerville had re-
treated to their change rooms. We’re tougher than they are and let’s show them this 
quarter! Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD? WE ARE!!! 
  
The siren went to start the third quarter and again we showed we had the toughness. A 
tap out and we were away, straight into the forward lines where Bailey Casey took hold 
of the rolling ball, wheeled on to his left and from 50mtrs (about 25mtrs), boomed a shot on goal and it rolled and 
rolled and rolled……..GOAL!!! Great start!! Again we dominated the centre with Ajay Visnyai ensuring most of their 
kicks forward were marked by him. But up forward we had our own little Eddy Betts show with Adam Barnett con-
stantly finding and running to space and finished with a couple sausage rolls. 
  
Three quarter time and the team was totally frozen through. We had so many volunteers to sit this one out on the 
bench, but some just had to be brave and take them on in the last quarter. All the parents were yelling out how well 
we were playing and they just wanted to see some more GOLD, so let’s give it to them, show them what you’re 
made of Kookaburra’s!!! Let’s go!! 
  
The ball was bounced and the rucks went at it; Walkerville had found something, they seemed a different team; we 
were still frozen in the centre!! But down back we were playing the game of our lives. Hamish Pullen was dominat-
ing getting plenty of the ball and nearly brought down an absolute hanger!! Unfortunately the umpire didn’t see it 
that way. (We’d practiced them at training this week so I was wondering if I’d see one). He along with Emily Schulz 
who was up there with a best on ground performance in the last quarter really held things together for us. Mitchy 
Webb was frozen, but he kept pumping those little legs and kicked to Oliver Ward in the centre who really tried hard 
and took a terrific FACE mark that really would’ve stung, big time!! Up forward little Sammy Carter took the ball from 
a pack, dodged and weaved his way to goals to slot it right through the legs of Ajay for a nutmeg goal!! We pres-
sured them enough on their kick outs that Alby was laced out and slotted an easy one through on the jog!! 
  
 



In summary, the conditions were destined not to show us a great game. 
But what our team did today was absolutely fantastic. Again, we still use 
the handball, even though the ball was rock hard (Walkerville would’ve 
had two or three for the game) and the skill we showed was unbeliev-
able. We’re finally understanding what playing in front means and the 
rewards you get when you do. The intense pressure we put on their 
kickers every time they got the ball meant they couldn’t get a pass to 
another player. I was so proud of the team today, it was one of those 
matches you can really grow from and I think we will. 
  
We’ve got a bye this weekend but Craig Bradshaw will take training for 
those that want to attend. If you are NOT going to attend can you please 
let me know so that Craig knows how many to expect. I think he’ll have some fun planned for training!! 
  
Also, for those that don’t have it my mobile number is 0410 615 495. Just in case you need to talk to me or send me 
a message.  Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?!  WE ARE!!!   Go Kookaburras!! 

 

Under 9 Gold 
In the worst weather conditions so far this year, Under 9 Gold travelled 
away to play against Walkerville White on Sunday morning.  
 
Before the first bounce, the conditions had worsened, but to the team's 
credit, they got out there and started to play the brand of footy that Under 9 
Gold are known for - precision passing, strong marking (even in the wet!), 
tackling at every opportunity, finding teammates, and a fierce determina-
tion to not let the ball out of our attacking zone.  
 
Brooke Silby started the team off well, converting early after some great 
work by the centre players. Noah French and Bailey Maddeford were 
tough in the packs, finding team mates to clear the ball and create oppor-
tunities. Tyson Karklis had another strong game, while Jamieson Kriewaldt 
is gaining more and more confidence every week to go in and win the ball. Jordan Miller had a great game, Nathan 
Petrie is going from strength to strength, and Jack Cluse was rewarded for his improvement this season, scoring his 
first ever Kookaburra goal - well done! 
 
Our defense held up very strong, not allowing Walkerville White to score a goal until after half time, with James 
Gray proving too strong on the last line of defence. Brooke Silby had positioned herself very well, not allowing Walk-
erville White to clear the ball out of the GGFC attacking zone, and allowed us to quickly rebound.  
 
Corey Edwards, Braden Carpenter, Matthew LeRay and James Gray combined multiple times for many entries into 
the forward line. A lovely passage of play to watch from the sidelines was a centre tap from Josh Caldicott straight 
to Matthew LeRay, who stabbed a long low kick to James Gray, who took a brilliant chest mark sliding on his knees 
in front of goal.  
 
Some of the new players in the team have been waiting patiently for some wet weather footy, and they certainly 
made the most of it this week - great game Under 9 Gold! 
 
Goal scorers: Braden Carpenter 2.0, James Gray 2.0, Matthew LeRay 2.0, Brooke Silby 1.1, Tyson Karklis 1.1, 

Jack Cluse 1.0, Jack Goreing 1.0, Noah French 0.1 



 

Under 9 Green 

Round 6 saw the Green Machine travel to Salisbury North to play in conditions that were very wet and bleak, with 
the boys getting drenched during the warm up. However not one of them complained about the weather - they were, 
as always, just keen to play footy. The game was to be determined by who got to the ball first and which team was 
going to work together effectively and make the most of their scoring shots. The boys quickly learnt that the ball was 
not going to be easy to handle when wet and Salisbury North were a tough match up in the tackling department.  
 
In the first minute of the game the boys worked together successfully and Evan scored through the middle sticks, 
this was a very positive start. The first quarter was a brilliant team effort especially by Jace who showed he was 
very eager to hold the marks, get into the packs and this resulted in him scoring two goals. Alex was also getting in 
the bottom of the packs and winning the hard balls, he played a very solid quarter of footy. Angus was winning the 
majority of the rucks and Kam surprised the opposition by sneaking a set kick along the ground to end in a goal. 
Alex also attempted a goal running from the centre of the ground, this finished in a point. 
 
The second quarter the boys kept up the momentum being first in the packs most of the time and never letting the 
opposition get it easily. They tackled hard and consistently. The boys in the centre were determined and were again 
successful in getting the ball quickly to the forwards. Harley goal assisted beautifully booting a long ball to Logan 
who marked strongly in the square and then finished off with a goal. Again Jace was reading the play well and was 
rewarded with another goal. Zach was fighting hard as always winning plenty of the ball as well as taking a few hard 
knocks from the opposition, this resulted in him kicking two points for the quarter. 
 
The Salisbury North coach must have really revved his boys up coming into the third term as his boys played a 
much better quarter and overall had much more of the ball. However our boys never gave up, they were not going 
to sit back. Logan kicked and converted another two goals and Zach slotted another point. Our boys got plenty of 
tackle practice this quarter which resulted in lots of ball ups. Even though Salisbury North were winning more of the 
ball the defensive pressure from the whole team was outstanding, this resulted in Salisbury North being unable to 
convert any kicks through the sticks. 
 
Damo asked the boys to step it up and play with intensity and bring it home strong in the last. Our boys came out 
firing and were again successful in getting to the ball first and making quick decisions to hand ball out of the packs. 
Mackye won the ball, handballed it to Louis who finished with a goal. The weather had eased at this point but the 
ground was still muddy and the ball still slippery. Caleb placed a hard tackle in the forward lines and was rewarded 
with a free kick which he successfully booted for goal. Jordan kept the momentum going and was fighting hard, this 
paid off as he too was able to score a goal.  
 
The boys did everything that Damo asked of them and came out on top over a tough tackling opposition. The whole 
team stood up and showed some great defensive skills; their dedication shows how much they all continue to im-
prove. This is my chance to thank Damo and Natalie for all of the work they do each week for our boys, we as a 
Green Machine community really appreciate it – also thank you to all of the parents that help each week to ease the 
load. 1.2.3 Green Machine!! 
 
Scorers: Jace 3.1, Logan 3.0, Louis 1.1, Kam 1.0, Jordan 1.0, Caleb 1.0, Evan 1.0, Zach 0.3, Ryan 0.1, Alex 0.1.  

 

Under 10 Gold 

Round 6: U10 Gold vs Walkerville White. What a great night it was 
for Friday night football and especially to celebrate Brodie Leisav-
nieks 50th Match! Golden Grove Under 10 Gold took on Walker-
ville White at Golden Grove. Brodie and Alex led the team as cap-
tain and vice-captain and won the toss. It was exciting to see the 
boys burst through the banner then head out to their positions. 
  
The first quarter delivered some exceptional football from our boys 
but we struggled to put it on the scoreboard. Xander played a great 
match working hard around the ground and breaking through multi-
ple tackles to kick the first goal.  The second quarter started with 
Alex and Talan dominating out of the middle with strong tackling 
and long kicks forward got the ball into our forward line. Danyle Dobie played an awesome team match on one oc-
casion Danyle was attacking the ball with a Walkerville player hot on his heels, shrugging the tackler got the ball 
forward.  
 
Zach Pope and Ben McGreggor have been getting better every week and played exceptional matches tackling hard 
and when Ben took a great mark on the angle, he stayed composed and kicked the goal. Daniel Cowie and Wyatt 
attacked the ball really well and when playing on the wing followed their player playing an excellent defensive game. 
Wyatt’s ability to get the ball out of the pack and kick long has been pleasing to see. The third quarter saw Thomas 
Stevens and Daniel Hewitt take on the game, Tom dominated the ruck taking big marks around the ground and  



Daniel Hewitt kicked a great goal from a tough angle. 
Tyson Durdin and Jackson Ray were leaders around the 
ground playing tough in defence using lots of voice and 
were particularly strong in the forward line creating 
space. Great game guys. 
 
Isaac and Cael had great willingness to get to the ball, 
with Isaac tackling hard winning the ball and passing off 
to team mates. Cael’s attack on the ball was sensational, 
his hard tackles and endeavour to get the ball out of the 
bottom of the pack was great and on one occasion kicking a massive goal from at least 30 metres out. The match 
really got exciting when Riley who was nearly not going to play this week scored his third goal in three weeks 
crumbing the ball in the forward line. Great Job Riley! The boys really celebrated when Jayden took a great mark 15 
meters out and went back and slotted the goal. Great work Jayden!  The fourth quarter saw Josh Richter and Jack 
Lavender take control of the match dominating their positions. Josh in particular played a great team game always 
putting the team first and working to the correct position. Great work Josh! 
 
But it was Brodie’s big match and when Brodes took the handball inside the 50 meter ark no one was going to stop 
him. He laid the boot into the ball raised the two arms and celebrated as the ball sailed through the goal effortlessly. 
Great game Brodie! Overall it was an outstanding match with all players playing their role. I was very proud of how 
the boys played and particularly how everyone in the team celebrated after the match. Great work Burra’s. 
 
Goal kickers: Xander Mossop 2, Daniel Hewitt 1, Cael Gursoy 1, Danyle Dobie 1, Alex Pengilly, Riley Watkins 1, 
Jayden Camileri 1, Brodie Leisavnieks 1.  
 
Round 5: U10 Gold vs Walkerville Blue. It was great day for footy as we ventured to Walkerville oval to take on 

Walkerville Blue.  Jakson Ray and Thomas Stevens led the team as captain and vice-captain winning the toss and 
the brave decision to kick against the wind in the first quarter paid off.  
 
The first quarter was tough but it was evident form the first bounce 
that we were ready to play some good football. The focus for this 
week was team football and I could not be more proud in how the 
boys put together a great team performance. Xander and Seth started 
the match off on fire, Seth was getting the ball out of the centre and 
delivering with oin point accuracy and Xander played an outstanding 
team game taking marks on the half back line and working the ball 
down the line making it very difficult for the opposition to get it pass 
him.  But it was Talan in the first quarter who was very lively working 
hard in the forward line and when the ball came out into space 
sprinted away from his opponent and kicked the first goal for the day. 
 
Jayden and Daniell Cowie played important roles this week and were manning up across the wing playing a tough 
defensive game. Daniell Cowie on one occasion ran 200 meters to man up on a player who was certain to get the 
ball, Daniell got the ball from him and launched with a thumping kick forward. Jayden also laid a critical tackle in the 
last line of defence saving a vital goal. Well done boys. 
 
The second quarter was excellent as we played some smart football to ensure we had space in the forward line. 
Jack Lavender played his best game for the year marking the ball regularly on the last line of defence when playing 
back, but it was in the second quarter when Jack used his body to take a huge mark on the goal line and then 
turned around and converted the goal that was outstanding. Well done Jack. Wyatt and Brodie were working hard 
around the ground getting use to the larger oval and were particularly strong in the ruck contest. I was extremely 
impressed by Wyatt when we discussed last week about getting on the defensive side of the pack and he carried 
out the instructions perfect. 
 
Daniel Hewitt and Cael had great running games, hitting the contest hard and getting some vital handballs out of the 
packs to Kookaburra’s in better positions. At one time Daniel had the ball deep in the pocket and went to centre the 
ball to the top of the goal square and as luck would have it the ball skipped through all player slotting it through for 
the goal. Well done Daniel! 
 
The third quarter saw the match step up a notch the tackling and desperation between both teams was outstanding. 
It was Daniel Dobie that played an absolutely brilliant game, his team play, hard running and determination to get 
the ball was fantastic. On one occasion Daniel was hit hard in the contest during an unfair tackle and although 
Daniel was sore he got up quickly and even stepped his game up another notch kicking a goal in the third quarter. 
Great Game Daniel! 
 
Isaac and Ben had great willingness to get to the ball, with Isaac tackling hard winning the ball and passing off to 
team mates. Ben’s attack on the ball was sensational, his hard tackles and endeavour to get the ball out of the bot-
tom of the pack was great. Alex also played a great game tackling hard and kicking long forward, on one occasion 
tacking a huge mark. Jakson Ray played a true captains match, Jakson show some true leadership around the  



ground using his voice directing play and reading the play extremely well. Jakson’s versatility in playing forward or 
back in outstanding. Great game Jack. 
 
In the last quarter we needed to make sure that we held on to the good work we had done in the last three quarters. 
Thomas Stevens played an excellent fourth quarter working around the ground taking marks and tackling hard to 
ensure Walkerville did not get the ball pass the centre of the oval. 
 
The team was playing great team football and it was capped of when Tyson Durdin took the kick out from the goal 
square getting the ball forward to Josh Richter who the launched the ball forward to the goal square where the ball 
fell to the ground to the awaiting Riley Watkins who like last week weaved his magic getting around two players and 
snapped the goal. Tyson, Josh and Riley all had outstanding matches and particularly played a great team game. 
Overall it was an outstanding match with all players playing their role. Great work Burras. 
 
Goal kickers:  Talan Cooper 1, Daniel Hewitt 1, Jack Lavender 1, Danyle Dobie 1, Riley Watkins 1. 

 

Under 10 Blue 

Early rain kept a few parents at home but the boys were ready to cele-
brate Devlin Hussey’s 50th game no matter what the weather. A great 
banner by the Hussey family got the boys rolling and they were into the 
game early.   
 
Some good marks and team play from Devlin in the first term to mark 
his 50th game got the team off to the start they wanted. Brodie mark-
ing, Lachlen G with an early tackle and then a great team goal by Mi-
chael after ruck work from Sam and a great pass from Harrison. The 
boys were revelling in the conditions and showing their training was 
paying off with again great team work from Luke, Harrry W, Declan and 
Lachie resulting in an unlucky point. Caleb working hard in the middle with some great chases, Nic proving to be a 
good focal point for the team passes.  
 
Callum also working in hard early resulting in some “great footy” by Michael, Harrison and Declan. First quarter over 
and the Burras up by two goals and two points.  Weather fining up as the second quarter started but the Salisbury 
West team were keeping the ball in tight, the Burra’s not allowed to keep the free flowing play of the first qtr going. 
Sticky and Matthew leading the way, going in deep in the middle to get 
the ball out. Great goal early in the second qtr by Kai Williams, followed 
by a great spoil by Nicolas, leading to a goal by Michael. Caleb again in 
and under, Brody working hard getting the ball to Michael followed by a 
sausage roll. Burra’s leading by three goals at half time. 
  
Great half time talk by our coach Dan reminding the boys of their roles 
and work efforts required to beat this Salisbury West team, can’t let up 
the pressure was the theme.   
 
Devlin again showed up early in the second half, leading by Captain’s 
example, Callum, Owen and Harry showing good early touches as well. 
Jake tackling well, creating opportunities for the rest of the team, Cruz 
showing early work from the stoppages but it is a scrappy tight game at this stage, Luke and Matthew providing a 
wall in defence from the stoppages, Darcy working hard on the edge of the rucks. Lachlan Musing his body well 
around the ground. Hard tackles are going in and some of the Salisbury West team coming off second best, hard 
but fair and some good umpiring. Noah using his height to provide leads for the team, good follow up work by Luke 
and Jake. Burras by three goals at the end of the term, one goal to each team in that quarter. 
 
An early goal to SWFC in the last term put the pressure on the boys but 
they responded with great team work, good early chasing and tackling 
by Callum and Cooper, hard in early to set the example. Matthew show-
ing good skills and a great goal by Kai W to take the pressure off. 
Callum keeping the bench warm in this quarter and his hard in and un-
der skills are missing, Devlin stepping up in this quarter to lead the 
team to a great victory. Fantastic effort by the Burra’s to celebrate Dev-
lin’s 50th game, well deserved celebrations at the end, looking forward 
to Kai T and Brayden coming back next week. 
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